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Abstract: As the use of encryption and other privacy-enhancing technologies has increased, government officials in the United States have sought ways to ensure law enforcement’s capability to access communications and other data in plaintext. One of those methods is government hacking, also called “equipment interference.” Government hacking allows investigators to exploit hardware and software vulnerabilities to gain remote access to target computers. Some experts believe regulated government hacking is preferable to proposals for mandatory “backdoors” for accessing encrypted data. However, the security risks of government hacking have not been thoroughly explored. Understanding those risks is necessary for technologists and policymakers assessing the desirability of government hacking as a responsible option for law enforcement to achieve its objectives.
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A. Introduction

United States government agents have been pushing for capabilities that would ensure investigators’ access to plaintext despite increasing encryption use. Technologists have played a critical role in identifying the security risks that would be created by various proposals to mandate government access to encrypted data—so-called “backdoors.” In response, many experts have embraced the idea of regulated government hacking, also known as “lawful hacking” and “equipment interference.”

Government hacking involves allowing investigators to exploit vulnerabilities in software and hardware products to gain remote access to computers that store data investigators want, and to then remotely search, monitor user activity on, or even interfere with the operation of those machines. Some technologists and policymakers view regulated government hacking as a “middle ground” for achieving law enforcement objectives without resorting to backdoors that undermine security. However, while the risks of encryption backdoors are well understood, we’ve seen comparatively little discussion about the security risks inherent in government hacking. Illuminating those risks is necessary in assessing the desirability of government hacking as a responsible option for ensuring law enforcement access to plaintext.

In 2016 and 2017, Mozilla and the Stanford Center for Internet and Society hosted a series of discussions designed to identify and debate important policy issues related to the practice of government hacking. The third discussion, convened in February 2017, brought together leading technologists to examine underexplored security risks stemming from government hacking. The conversation raised a number of policy concerns that need more attention. Without this attention, embracing government hacking could expand computer security risks unnecessarily and unadvisedly.

This paper addresses six main ways that government hacking can raise broader computer security risks. These include:

- Creating a disincentive to disclose vulnerabilities that should be disclosed because other attackers might independently discover them;
- Cultivating a market for surveillance tools and 0-days;
- Risking that vulnerabilities exploited by the malware will be identified and used by other attackers, as a result of either
  - law enforcement’s losing control of the hacking tools, or
  - discovery by outsiders of law enforcement’s hacking activity;
- Creating an incentive to push for less-secure software and standards; and
- Risking that the malware will affect innocent users.
B. Security Risks of Government Hacking

1. Disincentive for Vulnerability Disclosure

Vulnerabilities are flaws that can enable attackers to access a system, obtain or destroy data, or otherwise misuse it. When the government learns about a vulnerability in a piece of software or hardware, it can either exploit that vulnerability for its own purposes or can disclose it to the relevant software or hardware maker. When the vendor learns of the vulnerability, it may issue a patch, thereby limiting or ending the government’s ability to exploit the flaw. At the same time, by patching, the vendor is making its users safe from other governments, identity thieves, and criminals. Governments thus face a choice. Should they keep information about the vulnerability secret, and protect their own hacking capabilities? Or should they disclose the vulnerability so the provider can patch, and thereby protect its product’s users, including from the disclosing government itself?

The United States government purportedly goes through a Vulnerabilities Equities Process (VEP) to help it determine whether or not to disclose vulnerabilities. Not all vulnerabilities the government uses go through this process: the VEP spells out circumstances where the government may choose not to put a vulnerability through the VEP. And where the government contracts with outside hacking firms who retain control of the information, the VEP is irrelevant. Ultimately, the process, when it is used, is a chance for certain federal government agencies to assess the computer security risk posed by having a particular vulnerability the government controls remain unpatched. Assessing this risk is not, however, obvious or easy. Instead, these decisions, and policy overall, are based on unknowns.

For example, what is the likelihood that the same vulnerability has been or will be found by other attackers? In principle, there’s no reason why two entities can’t look at the same code and find the same flaw. Some experts point to the co-incident discovery of Heartbleed as an example—Google researchers found the flaw in SSL/TLS just a few days before research group Codenomicon did. Yet technology experts differ on the question of whether vulnerability rediscovery is common or relatively rare. Bugcrowd, which manages major companies’ bug bounty programs, reported that in 2015, 32% of vulnerabilities submitted for purchase were duplicates, and in 2016 over 36% were. Another study, from Bruce Schneier and
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Trey Herr, found rediscovery rates of 14% to 17% for vulnerabilities in browser software and 22% for bugs in the Android mobile operating system.\(^5\) After their conclusions were criticized as inaccurate, Schneier and Herr updated their paper, revising their rediscovery rates slightly upward and concluding that “rediscovery takes place more often than previously thought.”\(^6\) On the other hand, the RAND Corporation issued a report analyzing a different set of data and put the rediscovery rate at only about 5% per year.\(^7\)

What is more, bugs discovered by the U.S. government may be in a class of their own. In 2017 when the group “Shadow Brokers” released a set of National Security Agency (NSA) Windows hacking tools it had acquired (an issue discussed below), the code included four vulnerabilities that had never been independently discovered, as well as a fifth that had been previously discovered because someone was using it “in the wild” (another issue discussed below).\(^8\) Dave Aitel, a former security scientist with the NSA and CEO of a vulnerability research and penetration testing tool development company, claims that “in reality, the vulnerabilities used by the US government are almost never discovered or used by anyone else.”\(^9\) This is in part because exploitable vulnerabilities are rare and creating reliable exploits that circumvent modern security defenses is extremely difficult.\(^10\) If Aitel is right, then the government’s choice not to disclose a vulnerability poses far less of a risk than if there is a 1-in-3 chance of rediscovery as the Bugcrowd reports indicate.

Ultimately, experts do not precisely know the rediscovery rate for any specific vulnerability or class of vulnerabilities, and aren’t going to know anytime soon.
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Despite that shortcoming, ultimately, if law enforcement is using a particular vulnerability in investigations, it will be inclined to keep it secret (that is, if courts do not force prosecutors to reveal information in discovery in criminal cases). There will be a strong law enforcement disincentive against disclosure in any VEP evaluation.

Against sophisticated adversaries of the kind encountered by intelligence (e.g. foreign militaries), useful exploits are more likely to be *sui generis* (e.g. flaws in a uranium enrichment plant). However, for agencies with a more general population of attack targets, such as federal and state/local law enforcement, more generic vulnerabilities that affect more people are useful. So, the more that law enforcement relies on government hacking, the greater the incentive to keep quiet widespread security flaws. This increases the risk that disclosure will not happen even, or especially, when it would result in a security patch for the general population.

2. **Cultivation of a Market for Surveillance Tools and 0-Days**

A related security risk is cultivation of the 0-day market. 0-day is a term for vulnerabilities or exploits that have not been disclosed to vendors. In other words, vendors have had zero days to fix the problem. When governments hack, sometimes they will seek to develop their own vulnerabilities. But sometimes they will purchase them, or purchase the right to use them, as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) did in 2016 with a tool that enabled it to unlock one of San Bernardino shooter Syed Farook’s mobile phones. (The FBI reportedly paid hundreds of thousands of dollars, though this amount is ostensibly an outlier.11)

Today we have companies that are in the business of developing and selling 0-days, with no intention of revealing the flaw to the vendor so that it may be fixed. 0-days are generally used by state actors, may not be very common, and are not the biggest security problem out there. The existence of a market for 0-days may incentivize the discovery of more vulnerabilities. Some think that could lead to better security overall, so long as the government buying the 0-day ultimately discloses it to the vendor to be fixed. But that assumes 0-days are relatively rare; if they are plentiful, then an active 0-day market could be harmful.12

Companies that sell 0-days are often questioned as to whether they do business with human rights-violating nations, organized crime, or other abusive actors. For example, NSO Group, a vendor of “lawful intercept” spyware products, sold malware
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containing 0-days to governments that then used it to target devices belonging to journalists, scientists, human rights activists, politicians, and others.\(^\text{13}\)

Responsible 0-day vendors put contractual mechanisms in place to prevent such abuse or reselling to such actors. Ultimately, however, these companies have little insight and less control over what happens once the 0-day is turned over. Vendors can't fully vet their clients or prospective use cases, which are sometimes classified. A company cannot generally audit a government to assess whether it misuses a 0-day. If it does, what is the company’s recourse—suing the government for breach of contract? 0-day vendors have little incentive to reliably check government abuses. To the contrary, if abusive regimes are willing to pay more than non-abusive governments, 0-day vendors have an explicit incentive to look the other way.

The U.S. government may exacerbate these problems when it is an active customer of 0-day vendors. Its purchase of 0-days both incentivizes the development and sale of 0-days, and also gives the U.S. less moral credibility to object when unscrupulous 0-day vendors sell to oppressive nations. On the other hand, some argue that U.S. market power could be leveraged to punish vendors who sell to human rights abusers and other oppressive regimes. However, that may be unlikely under the current administration, which does not have a consistent track record of strongly opposing such abuses and the regimes that commit them. And still others question the U.S.’s market power in the 0-day space. They argue that the 0-day market will evolve with or without U.S. participation, and that there will be other major players, be they democratic nations or less-reputable actors, making that market robust.

Whatever the impact of U.S. participation in the 0-day market, letting 0-day vendors have too much say over the government’s use of a 0-day can also pose a security risk. 0-day vendors are not in the best position to decide what security vulnerabilities the affected product’s developer should or shouldn’t know about. Yet the FBI did not disclose to Apple how it unlocked Farook’s iPhone, claiming that the company that provided the tool, and not the FBI, owned the vulnerability, so it was not subject to the VEP. The FBI also claimed that the company had sold the tool to the FBI without explaining how it worked (that is, what vulnerability it exploited), so

the FBI couldn’t disclose the vulnerability to Apple because the FBI itself did not know it. The company thus got paid hundreds of thousands of dollars of U.S. taxpayers’ money while retaining the ability to re-sell the same vulnerability to other buyers, with Apple left in the dark about how to patch it.\textsuperscript{14}

The FBI’s willingness to pay a steep price tag, without even getting full information about the vulnerability in exchange, signals to 0-day vendors that (at least in high-value cases) the U.S. government is willing to let 0-day vendors dictate the terms, including contractual or other limitations that undermine the government’s own VEP policy. That is, not only are 0-day vendors not a reliable check on government abuses, they may also keep a government from following its own procedures for preventing abuse and ensuring responsible vulnerability disclosure to the flawed product’s vendor at the appropriate time.

3. Attackers Co-opt Hacking Tools Over Which Governments Have Lost Control

The government sometimes loses control over its hacking tools, leading attackers to gain possession of those tools. A government may lose control of its tools several ways: through careless security practices, if an insider leaks or sells the tools, or if the government itself is hacked. Once a hacking tool has been disclosed outside the government’s control, malicious actors have a window of opportunity to use it until the vendor of the affected software or hardware (from whom the government may have kept the vulnerability secret) can issue a patch and at-risk computer systems can be updated.

The U.S. government has experienced multiple high-profile incidents of hacking tool loss in recent years. In 2016, a hacker or group of hackers calling itself the Shadow Brokers offered to sell numerous top-secret NSA hacking tools online. The Shadow Brokers apparently obtained the malware from an external NSA “staging server” which the group had hacked around late 2013.\textsuperscript{15} Following their initial attempts to sell the exploits, the Shadow Brokers dumped dozens of NSA hacking tools online for free in April 2017.\textsuperscript{16}

The Shadow Brokers’ disclosure of American intelligence agencies’ hacking techniques had wide-reaching negative impacts on computer systems around the globe. One NSA tool called EternalBlue, which exploited a flaw in Microsoft software, was repurposed into a virulent piece of ransomware called WannaCry. WannaCry infected hundreds of thousands of computer systems worldwide in May

\textsuperscript{14} See Knake, supra n.3.
The very next month, another malware attack began spreading internationally after initially hitting critical infrastructure in Ukraine. NotPetya is thought to have begun as a Russian attack on Ukrainian government and infrastructure that wound up having a global impact. Malware researchers established that, like WannaCry, NotPetya also made use of EternalBlue. NotPetya’s creators leveraged the EternalBlue exploit, as well as another NSA exploit (called EternalRomance) also obtained by the Shadow Brokers, and combined the techniques as part of NotPetya’s sophisticated mechanism for spreading through networks.

WannaCry and NotPetya infected such crucial systems as hospitals, power companies, shipping, and banking, endangering human life as well as economic activity. This shows that attackers, like governments, cannot entirely control which systems end up getting compromised.

The NSA is not the only U.S. intelligence agency to have lost control over its hacking tools. In March 2017, WikiLeaks released thousands of pages of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) records documenting some of the CIA’s hacking tools and techniques.
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Among these was an exploit for a critical vulnerability in Cisco routers and switches. Following the WikiLeaks dump, Cisco issued a warning to its customers and stated there was no patch for the flaw at that time, though it said it was not aware of any malicious use of the vulnerability, and it did release patches shortly thereafter. WikiLeaks published additional CIA hacking tool documentation in June 2017.

In another example, after nation-state actors widely believed to be the United States and Israel unleashed the so-called Stuxnet malware to undermine Iran’s nuclear program, new malware which was in part identical to the Stuxnet code appeared on the internet. Researchers also discovered additional types of malware that used Stuxnet’s USB port infection technique to spread to computers.

These incidents demonstrate that at the very least, to avoid compounding the problems that tool loss causes, governments need to know when vulnerability information is stolen and respond appropriately. By alerting affected vendors of vulnerabilities when the government’s tools “escape,” the government can mitigate the severity of attacks that use those vulnerabilities. But that post-tool-loss notification will not necessarily preclude the attacks entirely. The Shadow Brokers made an advance announcement of what NSA Windows tools they had obtained before releasing them, enabling NSA to notify Microsoft, so Microsoft had already issued patches for the vulnerabilities a month before the Shadow Brokers’ release. Nonetheless, because not all Windows users had patched their systems yet, WannaCry and NotPetya were still able to spread.

The government’s demonstrated inability to retain exclusive control over its tools weakens one of the principal policy arguments in favor of government hacking. That argument is that government hacking is a preferable alternative to crypto backdoors because attacks on endpoints are ostensibly used judiciously against specific targets, whereas backdoors undermine security broadly for all users of the compromised encryption software. But when the government cannot maintain control over its
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exploits, hacking looks less like a targeted sniper’s bullet and more like a poorly-aimed bomb, with a broad and indiscriminate blast radius.

After two worldwide malware attacks in as many months in 2017, the NSA started to experience political blowback for building a cache of powerful tools it cannot keep safe.28 One former director of the NSA has said, in the wake of the WannaCry attack, that he cannot defend an agency’s having powerful hacking tools if it can’t protect them and keep them from falling into the wrong hands.29

Even assuming the U.S. or other governments can be trusted to use endpoint hacking sparingly against relatively few, legitimately-chosen targets, incidents such as WannaCry and NotPetya show that governments are not capable of limiting those tools to those intentional use cases. This is a serious drawback that cannot be overlooked in debating the viability of government hacking as a “middle ground” alternative to encryption backdoors.

4. Attacker Learn of Vulnerabilities Through Government Use of Malware

Attackers may obtain government malware through the government’s intentional deployment of a hacking tool against a target. The vulnerability that a government hacking tool relies on is exposed as soon as that software is deployed. That is because one can obtain a copy of the malware from a target device and examine the code to learn how the program works. This analysis allows one to identify the flaw that enabled the software to infect the target machine. Once the vulnerability is identified, a malicious actor can create a program to exploit the same flaw. Alternatively, an attacker could simply repurpose the original exploit code and deploy it against other targets (as discussed above regarding the WannaCry and NotPetya malware).

Once it has been discovered, government-deployed malware can kick off a race between attackers and defenders. The vendor of the affected software strives to patch the vulnerability exploited by the government before malicious actors can use it. For example, in the fall of 2016, a child pornography site called “GiftBox” began infecting visitors’ Tor browsers with malware that used a 0-day exploit of a flaw in the Tor browser. Multiple people quickly analyzed the malware, and determined

that French law enforcement was likely behind it. The Tor Project, which maintains the Tor browser, and Mozilla, which maintains the Firefox browser (off which the Tor browser is built), both issued patches very promptly. In the interim, it is possible that others were seeking to use the exploit before it got patched, though that may be unlikely given that network defenders would be keeping an eye out for such activity.

Vendors’ prompt response time is a mitigating factor for this particular risk of government hacking. But not every vulnerability can be patched by a vendor promptly (as with the aforementioned Cisco bug), or even at all. Even if a patch for the affected software exists, the device running the software may be un-patchable, leaving the owners of the device (say, an expensive MRI machine) to choose between continuing to run a vulnerable machine and impairing their operational capabilities by taking the machine out of service.

At the same time, the very fact of patching can empower attackers. Attackers use patches as a guide to build exploits, working backwards from the patch to figure out what the vulnerability was. The resulting exploit won’t affect patched systems, but as noted, many systems are not promptly, or ever, patched. Government disclosure of a vulnerability to a vendor thus can perversely result in a scenario where the disclosure can enable an attacker. That is, there are risks both if law enforcement chooses to disclose the vulnerability to a vendor, and if law enforcement chooses to exploit it offensively in a government hacking operation. Attackers may learn about the exploit either way. Many security experts agree that in most situations, disclosure is nevertheless worth the risk that an attacker will reverse-engineer the patch to build an exploit.

In short, the risks of government hacking and vulnerability disclosure or nondisclosure do not arise in isolation; they interplay in complex ways.

5. Government Incentives to Push for Less-Secure Software and Standards

When investigating crime, terrorism, or espionage, the government understandably wants to work efficiently. In a government hacking campaign, the easier it is for government agents to hack the targeted software or hardware, the less time,
resources, and personnel will have to be expended. However, the desire for efficiency risks incentivizing the government to push vendors to make or keep their software less secure, and to push standards-setting bodies charged with protecting information security to adopt weakened standards that undermine security instead.

For example, the NSA has subverted cryptographic standards and software for its own advantage. The NSA has dual missions: one defensive (protecting vital U.S. systems and information), one offensive (intelligence-gathering). The former lost out to the latter when, in 2006, the NSA secretly convinced the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) to insert a backdoor into an algorithm for pseudorandom number generation called Dual_EC_DRBG. NIST is responsible, among other things, for developing cryptographic standards and guidelines, including approving cryptographic algorithms on which private- and public-sector entities in the U.S. and worldwide rely to secure sensitive information. But in the case of Dual_EC_DRBG, that reliance proved misplaced after the NSA’s actions came to light as part of the 2013 Snowden revelations. As cryptographer Matthew Green explained, the Dual_EC_DRBG backdoor “may allow the NSA to break nearly any cryptographic system that uses it.” Among those systems was BSafe, a software product made by well-respected encryption company RSA. At the end of 2013, additional Snowden documents revealed a secret contract for the NSA to pay RSA $10 million to use the weakened Dual_EC_DRBG standard in BSafe, thereby potentially opening up all of RSA’s BSafe customers to NSA snooping.

Another company that used Dual_EC_DRBG was Juniper Networks. In December 2015, Juniper announced that it had found “unauthorized code” in ScreenOS, the embedded operating system for Juniper’s hardware firewall devices: a malicious backdoor that automatically decrypted VPN traffic, which had been lurking in the software for three years. Juniper had used a modified version of NIST’s backdoored Dual_EC_DRBG standard for ScreenOS. ScreenOS retained the backdoored random number generator, but changed a particular constant (“Q”) in the generator to Juniper’s own Q value, replacing the NSA-chosen original Q in the NIST standard.
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Unknown hackers somehow replaced Juniper’s Q with their own Q in Juniper’s ScreenOS code. To quote cryptographer Matt Green, “To sum up, some hacker or group of hackers noticed an existing backdoor in the Juniper software, ... then piggybacked on top of it to build a backdoor of their own, something they were able to do because ... Juniper had already paved the road” by using a backdoored algorithm. “The end result,” Green explains, “was a period in which someone—maybe a foreign government—was able to decrypt Juniper traffic in the U.S. and around the world.”

The Dual_EC_DRBG story shows that there isn’t a bright line between crypto backdoors and government hacking. The U.S. government pushes for deliberately weakened software and standards (backdoors) in order to facilitate its hacking activities. Since “it’s awfully hard to control” a cryptographic backdoor once it’s been deployed, intentionally-weakened standards, besides being problematic on their own, also exacerbate the risks of government hacking.

6. Government Malware Affects Innocent Users

Finally, when law enforcement compromises a computer system, the malware it installs could affect innocent users by gathering data about or getting onto the computers of innocent people using the compromised system.

In 2013, an effort by the FBI to identify people suspected of trading child exploitation images impacted innocent people using the same computer servers, all of which were hosted by a company called Freedom Hosting. Freedom Hosting made it easy to have a “Tor hidden service” site that would hide the website’s true geographic location, and which could be reached only over the Tor anonymity network. Tor hidden services are used by sites that need to evade surveillance or protect users’ privacy to an extraordinary degree – including human rights groups and journalists. They are also used by child-pornography traders.

To identify the child-pornography traders, it appears the FBI gained control of the Freedom Hosting servers through a Mutual Legal Assistance request to France, where the company leased its machines. Soon thereafter, the FBI used malware,
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which it called a “network investigative technique” or “NIT,” on all of Freedom Hosting’s hidden service sites. The maintenance page included source code that exploited a critical memory management vulnerability in the Firefox browser, specifically targeting the version of Firefox that forms the basis of the Tor browser. In other words, the attack was focused specifically on deanonymizing Tor users.  

However, the NIT appears to have been served to the Tor browsers of anyone who visited a site hosted on Freedom Hosting’s seized servers. Those sites included an anonymous webmail service called TorMail, which was used by criminals, but also by journalists, activists, and dissidents. The campaign to unmask suspected criminals thus deanonymized journalists, dissidents, and other innocent individuals who hid their identities through the service.

In a similar case, the FBI took over another server suspected of hosting child exploitation material on a site called “Playpen.” The FBI again deployed a NIT from the Playpen site to determine site visitors’ true IP addresses by exploiting an undisclosed flaw in the Tor browser. This time, the FBI apparently learned from its experience in Freedom Hosting: it allegedly took some steps to limit infections with the NIT by installing it on users’ browsers only after the user had logged into the site with a username and password. That is, the NIT was ostensibly deployed from a part of the site that a user was unlikely to stumble upon without some interest in photographs of sexual exploitation of children.

By failing to narrowly tailor its use of NITs in the Freedom Hosting case, the FBI undoubtedly swept in people who had not committed or attempted to commit any crime. The FBI placed malware on innocent individuals’ computers and gathered data about them, including information the users had tried to mask by using Tor. Yet unless they were subsequently indicted, there is no indication that the FBI notified affected individuals that it had hacked their computers. The users would not know that there was malware on their computers or how to remove it, or that Tor’s security functionality did not work as they believed.

45 See NIT warrant application, supra n.44, at 12 (listing all the data the NIT collected).
Government hacking affects innocent users, but those users may never know it. Judges issue hacking warrants ex parte based on the assurances of the government, but those representations may not capture the hacking campaign’s impact on people for whom there is no probable cause to believe they have committed any crime. As its use of hacking techniques continues and expands, it will be important for the government to narrowly tailor hacking campaigns to minimize impact on innocent users and to explain the expected impact accurately to the authorizing judge.

C. Conclusion

Government hacking is often lauded as a solution to the “going dark” problem. It is too dangerous to mandate encryption backdoors, but targeted hacking of endpoints could ensure investigators access to same or similar necessary data with less risk. Vulnerabilities will never affect everyone, contingent as they are on software, network configuration, and patch management. Backdoors, however, mean everybody is vulnerable and a security failure fails catastrophically. In addition, backdoors are often secret, while eventually, vulnerabilities will typically be disclosed and patched.

The premise of the panel CIS and Mozilla convened in February 2017, and of this paper, is that the risk of government hacking compared to an access mandate is relatively under-examined. We should not take it on faith that government hacking is a safe practice. This is why we need more discussion and research on the security risks from government hacking. Our February 2017 panel, and this paper, are meant as a starting point for further work as the national, indeed global, debate over encryption and law enforcement powers continues.
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